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-1 
Berry-Esseen bounds of order O(N 2 ) are established for simple linear 
rank statistics under the null-hypothesis. The theorems are proved for 
a wide class of scores generating functions which includes the normal 
quantile function. This improves earlier results under the null-hypothesis 
V ~ 
in HUSKOVA (1977,1979). 
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I • INTRODUCTION 
Let x1,x2 , ..• ,~ be independent and identically distributed random 
variables with a coIIllllon continuous distribution function F. If 
Z 1 < z2 < ••• · < ZN denotes the sequence x1 ,x2 , •.• ,~ arranged in increa-
sing order, then the rank R.N of X. 
J J 
rank DjN is defined by ¾jN = Zj, j 
real numbers cN = (c 1N,cZN'"'''cNN) 
~ = (a 1N,aZN''""'~) (scores) 
( I. I) 
N 
= .l CJ.N 
J=I 
is defined by X. = Z and the anti-
. J RjN 
= 1,2, ••• ,N. For specified vectors of 
(regression constants) and 
is called a simple linear rank statistic. Well-known special cases are the 
two-sample linear rank statistics, which have cjN = O, for J = 1,2, ..• ,n, 
cjN = I, for j = n+l, ... ,N and Spearman's rank correlation coefficient p 
which, under the null-hypothesis, is distributed as TN with cjN = j and 
a =RJ·N,J=l,2, .•• ,N. 
RjN 
Throughout this paper we make the following assumption about the re-
gression constants. 
Asswrrption (A): The regression constants c 1N,cZN'''"'cNN satisfy 
N 2 
' l cJ.N = j=I 
N 3 -1 
and· l le.NI = O(N 2 ). 
j=I J 
The scores a 1N,aZN'""''aNN are generated by a function J(t), o < t < I, 
in either one of the following two ways 
( I. 2) (approximate scores) J j 1,2, ••• ,N, ajN = J(N+?, = 
(I. 3) (exact scores) ajN = EJ(Uj:N)' J = 1,2, ... ,N. 
Here Uj:N denotes the j-th order statistic in a random sample of size N 
from the uniform distribution on (0,1). For almost all well-known linear 
rank tests the scores are of one of these two types. 
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Note that assumption (A) implies that ETN = 0. Taking 
aN = N-l E~=l ajN' we find that the variance cr; of TN (cf.(1.1)) is given 
by 
(1.4) 1 N 
= N-1 2 (a. j=l JN - )2 - a. N 
~ V ~ (see e.g. Theorem II 3.1.c of HAJEK & SIDAK (1967)). 
Define 
(1.5) 
and 
( I. 6) * * FN (x) = P(TN :,:;x) for - oo < x < oo 
The asymptotic normality of T; has been established under very general 
~ V ~ 
conditions (cf. HAJEK & SIDAK (1967). Chapter V). Recently a Berry-Esseen 
bound of order O(E~ 1 JcjNJ 3 ) for the distribution function F; of T; 
(cf.(1.5) and (1.6)) has been obtained for bounded scores generating func-
v ~ 
tions (cf. HUSKOVA (1977,1979)), i.e. 
( I. 7) sup JF;(x) - t(x)J 
XElR 
N 3 
= 0( l Jc.NJ ), j=l J 
where• is the standard normal distribution function. The purpose of this 
paper is to extend the assertion (1.7) to a large class of scores generating 
functions including the normal quantile function. The related problem of 
establishing Edgeworth expansions for simple linear rank statistics will be 
discussed in the author's forthcoming Ph.D. thesis. 
In Section 2 we state our results in the form of two theorems. 
Section 3 contains a number of preliminaries. The proofs of the theorems are 
contained in Section 4. In the sequel we suppress the index N whenever it is 
possible. 
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2. BERRY-ESSEEN THEOREMS 
We start this section by introducing a condition on the derivative 
of a function which ensures that this derivative does not oscillate too 
wildly near O and 1 (see also Appendix 2 of ALBERS, BICKEL & VAN ZWET (1976)). 
Condition R: For real r>O, a function hon (0,1) is said to satisfy con-
r 
dition R if his twice continuously differentiable on (0,1) and 
r 
. I h"(t) I 1 lim sup t(I-t) h'(t) < 1 + r" 
t-+O, 1 
To formulate our theorems we need some smoothness assumptions for the 
scores generating function J. 
Assumption (B): The scores generating function J satisfies 
1 1 l 
f J(t)dt = O, J ict)dt = and f IJ(t) !3 dt < 00 • 
0 0 0 
Assumption (C): The scores generating function J is continuously differen-
tiable on (0,1). There exist positive numbers r > 0 and a< 5/4 such that 
its first derivative J' satisfies 
-a 
IJ'(t)I s r {t(l-t)} for t E ( 0, 1) . 
For exact scores Theorem 2.1 provides a Berry-Esseen theorem for the 
distribution function F; (cf.(1.6)) of T; (cf.(1.5)). Theorem 2.2 deals 
with the case of approximate scores. 
THEOREM 2.1. Take aj = EJ(Uj:N) for J = 1,2, .•. ,N. Assume that assumptions 
(A) and (B) are satisfied and that 
(2. I) N 2 I la (J(U .. N)) = 0(N 2 (log N)-2). j= I J. 
Then 
(2. 2) sup j F.; (;~) - 4> (x) I 
XEJR 
-1 
= 0 (N 2 ). 
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If J also satisfies condition R1, then uniformly ink and l, 
(3.3) 
Finally, if in addition J satisfies asswrrption (B), then 
(3.4) N J. I N 1.· 2 I 21: \ {J( ) \ J( )} = N + 0(N 2 - u). 
.l N+I - N .l N+I J=I 1.=I 
PROOF. Without loss of generality we suppose that assumption (C) holds for 
a E (1,5/4) and we take o = 5/4 - a. 
h'(t) = f{t(l-t)}- 5/ 4+o and write 
Leth be a function on (0,1) with 
= j/(N+I). Since h satisfies condition X. 
J 
R2, Lennna A.2.3 of ALBERS, BICKEL & VAN ZWET (1976) yields 
E{h(U. N) - h(\.)} 2 
J : J 
{\.(l-\.)}-3/2+2o 
= 0 ( J N J ) 
uniformly in J. Because I J' ( t) I ~ h' (t) we have jJ(s)-J(t)j ~ jh(s)-h(t)j 
for every s,t E (0, I) and hence 
- J(\.)}2 
{\.(l-\.)}-3/2+2o 
E{J(Uj:N) = 0 ( J N J ) J 
uniformly in j. Now (3.1) follows by sunnnation and (3.2) is implied by 
2 2 (3.1) as cr (J(U. N)) ~ E{J(U. N) - J(\.)} , 
J : J : J 
If J also satisfies R1 then, in view of (A.2.11) in ALBERS, BICKEL & 
VAN ZWET(I976), we have 
(3. 5) (
X.(1-.\.) +jJ'(X.j)) ({). .. (I-X.)}-5/4+o\ I EJ (U . ) - J ( \ . ) I = 0 J J J = 0 J J J :N J , N N ) 
uniformly 1.n j; (3.3) follows by sunnnation. 
If J also satisfies assumption (B), then 
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because of (3.5). Furthermore, in view of (3.1) and (3.5), 
which proves (3.4) and the lemma. □ 
* We now consider the behavior of the characteristic function of TN 
for large values of the argument. Let 
(3. 6) 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that the conditions of either Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 
2.2 are satisfied. Then there exist positive numbers B, Sandy such that 
(3. 7) 
l for log N ~ I t I ~ yN 2 and N = 2, 3, ... 
PROOF. The present lermna is essentially a special case of Theorem 2.1 of 
VAN ZWET (1980) where (3.7) is proved for log N ~ ltl ~ yN312 . Since we 
are concerned with independent and identically distributed random variables 
x1,x2 , ... ,XN - which we may assume to be uniformly distributed without 
loss of generality - condition (2.7) of this theorem is clearly satisfied. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that condition (2.6) is superfluous in our 
l 
case since we are only concerned with values of ltl ~ yN 2 • Finally, it 
follows from Section 
numbers c and C such 
N 2 (3.8) I c. ;?: C j=l J 
3 in 
that 
VAN ZWET (1980) that the existence of positive 
I I c. I 3 ~ 
j=l J 
-1 
CN 2 
' 
(3.9) N 2 l (a.-a) 2 cN 
j=I J 
N - 3 
, L I a. -a I s CN j=I J 
suffices to prove the present lennna. Since assumption (A) guarantees the 
validity of (3.8) it remains to check (3.9). 
For exact scores aj = EJ(Uj:N)' assumption (B) and (2.1) imply that 
a= fJ = 0 and 
N 2 I a.= 
j=I J 
N 2 N 2 I L EJ (U .• N) - la (J(U. )) = N - O(N~), 
. I J. . I J :N J= J= 
N 3 N 3 l I a · I s l E I J (U · . N) I j=I J j=I J· 
and (3.9) follows. For approximate scores a.= J(j/(N+l)), (3.9) is an 
J 
immediate consequence of assumption (B) and the continuity of J (cf. also 
(3.4)). D 
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Let [x] denote the largest integer not exceeding x. Define m = [N 113 J 
and I= {1,2, ••• ,m,N-m+l, .•• ,N-l,N}. Take o E (O,¼) as in Lennna 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.3. If assumptions (A) c:nd (C) are satisfied, then 
(3. IO) 
PROOF. 
and I 
shows 
E( l C J(_j_))4 = O(N-2/3-80/3). 
. ·1 D. N+l J E J 
According to assumption (A), I c. = O, 
4 3 -2/3 J 
c. s max le, I- rlc,I = ON ). Hence, 
J J J 
that for distinct i,j,h,k EI, 
I c~ = I, I le- 13 = O(N-!) 
J J 
straightforward computation 
3 EcD c i D. 
J 
= O(N-S/3), E c~_c;, =·O(N-2), 
1. J 
Assumption (C) ensures th~t for l = 1,2,3,4. 
N-2/3 
(3.11) [l ~ f {IJ(t)ll +IJ(l-t)ll}dt = 
0 
= O(N-2/3 + l/6 - 2lo/3) 
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Direct computation of the left-hand side of (3.10) now produces the result 
of the lemma. D 
4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
To establish a Berry-Esseen theorem one usually invokes Esseen's 
smoothing lemma (see e.g. FELLER (1971) page 538), which implies that for 
ally> 0 
( 4. 1) sup jF;(x) - •Cx)j s { 
XElR 
_lt2 _I 
- e ~ jdt + O(N ~) 
* where ijJN(t) denotes the characteristic function of TN (cf.(3.6)). 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that in order to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
it is sufficient to show that 
(4.2) I jtjslogN 
-1 O(N 2 ). 
We first prove Theorem 2.1. Let R = (R1,R2 , .•• ,~) and 
D = (D 1,D2, .•• ,DN) denote the vectors of ranks and antiranks respectively 
and define 
(4. 3) 
N N 
SN= l. c. J(U.) = I CD J(U .• N), j=1 J J j=1 j J· 
where u1,u2, ••• ,UN are independent and uniformly distributed random vari-
ables on (0,1). Since the vector of order statistics is independent of R, 
we have 
(4.4) 
and it follows that 
Hence 
(4. 5) 
itTN z-
= Ee + 0(t2 E(S -T i-) N N. 
and because of (4.4), assumption (B) and (2.1) 
(4. 6) = ES2 - ET2 = N N 
1 N 2 
=N-1 _l a (J(UJ.:N)) 
.1=1 
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As SN is a sum of independent 
rlc-1 3E!J(U.)! 3 = O(N-½) (cf. 
J J 
random variables with ESN = 0., cr2 (SN) = I and 
assumptions (A) and (B)), we may apply Lemma 
to obtain that for It! :s; .log N, V 2.1 of PETROV (1972) 
(4. 7) 
Finally we note that (4.6) implies that 
(4.8) 2 2 - 1 -2 crN = cr (TN)= I+ O(N 2 (log N) ). 
Combining (4.5) ~rough (4.8) we arrive at (4.2) and the proof of Theorem 
2.1 is complete. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.2. To distinguish simple linear 
rank statistics with exact scores and with approximate scores we define 
(4.9) N ( Rj\ N . TN' =.I c. J N+l} = l CD J(N~l) 
J=l J j=l j 
and 
N 
(4. 10) T = l CD EJ (U. ·N). 
N j=l j J• 
Because of Lemma 3.1, the conditions of Theorem 2.2 imply those of Theorem 
2.1 and we may therefore conclude from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that 
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I 
ltl~ log N 
(4.11) 
A Taylor expansion yields 
(4. 12) 
In the situation of Theorem 2.2 the scores generating function satisfies 
both assumption (C) and condition R1, so that we may apply Lemma 3.1 to 
find that for some o E ( O, I /4), 
E(TN-TN' ) 2 = E( I CD {EJ(U. ·N) - J(Nj+I)} l = j=I j J. 
IN _j_2 
= -N l {EJ(U .. N) - J(N+l)} 
• I J • J= 
- c1 ) l l {EJ(U1.··.N) -J<N!I)}. N N-1 (i,j )f 
(4. 13) {EJ(Uj :N) - J(N~ l)} = 
1 N • 2 
= N-lj~/EJ(Uj:N) - J(f+"i)L 
= O(N-!-20). 
Define m = [N113J and I= {1,2 ••• ,m,N-m+l, ••• ,N-1,N} as 1.n Section 3. 
Repeating the argument of (4.13) for restricted sums we find 
N-m . 
(4. 14) El) cD. (EJ(U. :N) - J(f+t)) I ~ 
J=m+l J J 
N-m . 2 1 1 2o/3 ~ {E( l C {EJ(U .• ) - J(l)}) }2 = O(N_ 2 _ ). 
. I D. J .N N+I J=m+ J 
Combining (4.11) through (4.14) we see that, in order to prove (4.2), we 
have to show that 
(4. 15) I 
ltl~ log N 
I 1 
We note that (4.13) and (4.14) imply that 
(4.16) E( l CD {EJ(U .. N) - J(j_)}/ = O(N-½-20 ). 
. J. J. N+ 1 JEl 
Let Q = {D.: j EI} be the set of antiranks D. with indices in I and 
J J 
let w = {d.: j EI} be a possible realization of Q. We have 
J 
(4. I 7) 
itT' 
E(e N l cD {EJ(Uj:N) - J(NI1)}) = 
jEI j 
N-m 
: E{E(exp{it l cD J(Ni 1)}1Q)E(exp{it_l cD_J(NI 1)}. j =)Il+ 1 j J E I J 
N-m 
Conditionally on Q = w, ~- 1 cD. J(j/(N+l)) is distributed as a simple J=m+ J 
linear rank statistic for sample size N-2m based on a set of regression 
constants {c 1,c2,···,cN} \ {ed.: j EI} and having a scores generating 
J function 
J(m +(N-2m+l)x ) JN(x) = --N=+-=-1--- for x E (O, I). 
We write this simple linear rank statistic as 
(4.18) 
where M = N-2m, {b 1,b2 , ••. ,bM} = {c 1,c2 , ••. ,cN} \ {cd;: j EI}, Q1,Q2, ••• , 
QM' are the ranks of v1,v2 , •.• ,VM' which are independint and uniformly dis-
tributed random variables on (0,1). Define 
M 
s = l b. JN(V.). 
wN . 1 J J J= 
(4. 19) 
LEMMA 4. I. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2. 2 u?e have 
(4.20) 
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PROOF. 
Because 
I I I. b.b.l = 
(i,j)# 1 J 
~ l+(l ed./ 
je: I J 
M , M 
I ( l b. / - I b~ 
j=l J j=l J 
2 M ·2 
= I< I Cd)· - lb. 
jEl j j::;:1 J 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields 
Furthermore we have 
where Vl:M < v2 :M < ••• < VM:M denote the order statistics of v1,v2 , •.• ,VM. 
We note that JJ~(t)J is bounded above by 
h_'_() = (N-2m+l)h'(m+(N-2m+l)t) 
-"N t N+l N+l 
where his defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Since~ satisfies con-
dition R2, we can argue as in the proof of Lennna 3.1 to show that 
1 
= 0( J t(l-t){~(t)}2dt) 
0 
1/3-48/3 
= O(N ) 
1 M . . . 2 
= O(M _l M~l (1- M~l) {~ (M~l)}) = 
J=l 
1-~ 
. N+l 
= O< f {t(1-t)}-3/ 2+20dt) = 
m 
N+l 
13 
and the proof of the lennna is complete. D 
It follows from Lennna 4.1 that 
(4.21) 
itT itS / / 2 l jEe wN - Ee wNI= O(jtjN-1 3-20 3{1 +~l cd_) }2). 
JEl J 
Since SwN is a sum of independent random variables, with variance (cf. as-
sumption (A)) 
(4.22) 
Lennna V 2.1 of PETROV (1972) together with assumptions (A) and (B) yield 
it(S -ES ) -½T2t 2 1 jEe wN wN - e w I = O(N- 2 !tl3 ) (4.23) 
for all ltl ~ log N. Furthermore, in view of assumptions (A), (B) and (C), 
(4.24) 
Defining 
(4.25) 
it(S N - ES N) jEe w w -
l 
= ltJI bj f Jit)dtl 
0 
~ 2 It I ~ max I c . I 
l~j~N J I I 
and noting that 
- e 
2 2 
-
1T t 
2 n I 
m 
N+l 
: I) cd.11 J 
]El J 
m 
1- N+l 
m 
N+l 
{J(t) + J(l-t)}dtl = 
we combine (4.21) through (4.24) to arrive at 
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(4. 26) 
itT N 
!Ee w -
-1 -r2t2 
e 2 N I = 
for all ltl ~ log N and uniformly in w. Substituting this result in (4.17) 
we obtain by repeated use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
(4.27) 
= e 
2 2 
-lT t 
2 N it l ' CD. J(Nil) 
E(e jEI J 
0( I \ { ( ) ( J )}I ( ltlN-1/3-26/3{1 + ( '\ 2 ! + E l cD. EJ U j :N -J N+ l l cD.) }2 + 
jEl J jE:l J 
+ t2 I l - l c;. 
j El J 
M 
N I)) = 
-1T2 t2 
=e2N E({l+itr cD_J(NL)}_l CD {EJ(U .• N)-J(NL)})+ 
jEl J JEl j J• 
I j 4 ! 
+ O({E( I CD. {EJ(Uj:N) - J(J+1)})2}2 [{t2(E{_I CD. J(N+l)}) }+ 
jEl J JEl J 
+ I t IN -1 /3-2 0 / 3 { E ( 1 + ( I CD. /) } ! 
jEl J 
2 2 2 l 
+ t {E(\' 2 _ ___E!__) }2 ]) 
l cD. N jEl J 
for all ltl ~ log N, 
We note that the assumptions (A) and (C), (3.5) and (3.11) imply 
IE{l +it) ~.J<NL)}J CD. {EJ(Uj:N) - J(Nrl)}. 
JEl J JEl J 
(4.28) = ltl I +.I J(N~l){EJ(U.:N) - J(N~l)} - N(!-1){.l J(N~l)}$ 
N lJEl J JEl 
• l {EJ(U. ) - J(_j__)}I = O(jtlN-½-20 ) • 
. I J:N N+l JE 
Furthermore, we obtain by applying Lennna 3.3 
(4.29) 
Finally, 
(4. 30) 
and 
(4.31) 
{ E (I + ( L c /)} ½ = l + 0 (N - 2 / 3) 
. I D. JE J 
{E( I 
jEI 
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according to assumption (A). Combining (4.16) and (4.28) through (4.31) and 
substituting these results in the right-hand side of (4.27) we find that 
(4.32) 
·tT' l N J. 1 2o ( t { EJ (U ) J ( ) } ) = (1 ( I t I N - 2- ) E e l cD . • N - N+ l jEI j J. 
for all It! ~ log N. To conclude we note that it follows from (3.4) that 
(4.33) 
We see that the proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete by combining (4.1), Lennna 
3.2, (4.11) through (4.14), (4.32) and (4.33). □ 
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